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Web Break Analysis System
Cost pressures on printed media today mean that print providers need to streamline
workﬂow, reduce overheads and maintain round-the-clock press operation. ContiwebVision web break analysis technology oﬀers printers a new level of control for more
eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective daily production.
The Contiweb brand has long established its industry-leading credentials through consistently delivering high-quality reliability in splicing and drying. Meticulous design and
precision engineering, combined with specialist software expertise, have positioned its

Why choose
ContiwebVision?

ﬂagship products as ﬁrst choice for the world’s premier web printers.
The new ContiwebVision system extends the beneﬁts of these class-leading capabilities
by applying proven technology to monitor, measure and analyze the forces interacting
with the paper web through its entire print production journey.
The system is modular-designed, comprising three diﬀerent ‘packages’ ranging from
basic web inspection to web break analysis. Enabling printers to identify the precise
cause of web breaks, ContiwebVision oﬀers a measurable boost in production eﬃciency by delivering the information required to prevent recurrence, as well as facilitating
compensation by equipment and consumables suppliers, where appropriate.

More Control
Statistically, around 30 percent of web breaks experienced by web oﬀset printers can be
clearly attributed to paper defects and a further 20 percent to operator error or equipment faults. This means that, on average, around half of all web breaks remain unexplained and unresolved, leaving the printer no option but to absorb the resulting costs
from wastage and press downtime, with no hope for compensation.
ContiwebVision technology has been designed to reduce the risk of such unnecessary
expense and to take the guesswork out of preventing similar setbacks in the future.
Receiving up to 80 signals from cameras and sensors strategically positioned throughout
the press line – from web infeed through splicer, including web severer and web catcher,
printing units, dryer, chill stand, turner bars and folder to outfeed – the software
gathers data to continuously monitor web edges, web tension and overall condition of the
web. Depending on the package chosen, the combined and correlated data enables the
system to determine all crucial factors.

Enhance your production
performance
Extensive reporting features
receiving information from
multiple presses and/or sites
More control
Modular design
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ContiwebVision Web Analysis System is the most extensive package. ContiwebVision algorithms analyse the
data in relation to hundreds of possible system failures
to establish the most likely cause, providing step-by-step
validation of the conclusion. Whether problems are due
to a paper ﬂaw, mechanical failure or operator error, this
system provides the power to take positive remedial
action, either by implementing controls to guard against a
repeat incident or by enabling the printer to verify a claim
for compensation.

Multiple Camera Positions
Sophisticated, non-proprietary camera technology plays
a key role in ensuring the data integrity of the ContiwebVision system, with cameras mounted within the splicer,
dryer and folder capable of automatic fault detection at
speeds up to 18 m/s (59 ft/s). In the ﬁrst instance, these
are used to register any paper defects immediately on

Cockpit View
The main screen is continuously updated with real
time information. This shows the operator lateral web
position and web tension in diﬀerent areas of the press.
A green mark indicates that the press is running without
disturbances. A yellow mark indicates that there is a
potential cause for a web break; the operator is requested
to be aware of this issue. When the mark is red, this
means that the operator needs to act immediately to
prevent an upcoming web break. The cockpit view is a very
convenient and eﬀective tool for the operator, helping to
prevent potential web breaks.

Processing up to 80 camera and sensor signals, ContiwebVision algorithms consider the data in relation to hundreds
of possible system failures to establish the most probable cause.
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Reporting Features
• Precise web break time
• Precise web break location
• Basic paper data (e.g. reel number)
• Unwound length
• Photo evidence of paper defect

Analysis

Web Break Diagnosis

Extended Reporting Features
With Additional Process
Information e.g.
• Process state (printing, washing,
etc.) including history
• Web tension signals
• Web speed
• Temperatures

• Video evidence as attachment (.avi)
• Operator observations
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